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Air Purifier Sansevieria in Eco-friendly Pot

Share the happiness with your loved ones by gifting them this lovely and air cleanser Sansevieria plant. This gift pack contains a Sansevieria
plant potted in eco-friendly coco pot along with plate and pebbles.

Best air purifier plant.
Best plant for AC rooms.
Zero maintenance plant.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
598

Ask a question about this product

Description

Dispatched within: 3 days

What makes it special
The Sansevieria is an ideal plant for gifting because it is a superb air purifier and is an excellent houseplant in both bright and low light areas.
Coco coir has excellent water holding capacity while still promoting good drainage and aeration and also imparts a stunning eco-friendly look to
the gift.
It is very easy to grow and does not require much caring. It will survive in any adverse conditions so chances of success in caring for this plant is
promising.
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What you get
Name
Super Marble Pebbles (White, Small, Polished)
- 25 Gm
Snake Plant, Sansevieria trifasciata,
Sansevieria zeylanica - Plant
4 inch Coco Round Pot (Brown)
4.2 inch Round Ceramic Plate For 4 inch
Ceramic Pot (White)

Quantity
1

Details

1

Details

1
1

Details
Details

Benefits
You will get an adorable Sansevieria plant potted in an eco-friendly coco pot along with plate.
This gift is eco-friendly and required very less care.
Sansevieria plant is recommended in NASA air purifier list absorbs harmful toxins from the environment.
Snake plant is tough, durable and highly tolerant of low light and poor soil conditions.
You can keep this plant in air-conditioned rooms also.

Disclaimer

Helpful links

Reviews
Sunday, 10 November 2019
As good as shown in the website, plant is healthy. Packing was awesome.
SK Singh
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